
 

It Isn’t Whining if I’m Grieving! 
 

 One of the benefits to working in Regional/Area Ministry is being 

able to  notice patterns among congregations that are working hard to become 

viable and sustainable for ministry in a world very different from the one that 

raised most of us who were children before the 1980’s. 

 Pastors and lay leaders are adding new programs, upgrading audio 

and video capabilities in the sanctuary and organizing mission trips.          

Conversations are taking place about what the Church needs to do in order to 

connect more effectively with younger disciples, seekers, and visitors.    

What’s not to celebrate about these forward looking initiatives and the       

enthusiasm that they generate? 

 Resistance – both passive and aggressive – can slow down the forward motion and discourage those on 

the leading edge of positive change.  This comes not only from the those from whom “No!” is the most      

common word in their church vocabulary but even from those who understand and perhaps agree with the need 

for changes in the way we worship, serve, and support. 

 Rick Morse, Vice President for Mission Initiatives in the Disciples HOPE Partnership, spent years   

researching the dynamics of congregational transformation.  He learned that coming to terms with the realities 

of a changing popular culture and considering the need to let go of some practices, attitudes and behaviors that 

are no longer as helpful as they might have been in the past can be felt as a deep loss to be named and grieved. 

 Congregations moving into deep change (and the leaders and members who change with them)         

inevitably deal with difficult issues, in some cases excess baggage, that eventually has to be left behind in or-

der to make the journey toward life in a different world: 

 It is painful to have to admit that we cannot “do” church the way we did fifty years ago and expect 

growth.  We were not consulted when  the world outside our sanctuaries changed so much or so 

quickly or so strangely but change it has and there is nothing that we can do to change it back 

 We wonder if we did something wrong.  After all, except for a few cosmetic changes, we continued 

to practice the faith the way that our parents and grandparents taught us. 

 We invested so much, so sacrificially to build the education wing in 1959, to purchase the first   

digital organ in 1987, to expand the gathering area and modernize the kitchen in 2002, to add a staff 

position and video equipment in 2010 and that was not enough? 

 We don’t like some or all of the changes, yet, who wants to listen to us? 

 I cannot see where I fit in any more in this new way of being the Church? 

 I am overwhelmed by all this new information technology and social media! 
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We don’t disparage those who complain about having to give up certain foods, habits, or life-

styles in order to win a battle over cancer or to prepare for a new chapter in life.   Why criticize, 

ignore, or shame those who find it difficult to adapt, to worship and serve in new ways?  Are 

they not as important as the seekers being sought or the young disciples being equipped? 

 The congregation in the midst of transformation will need its leaders to notice and to 

respond supportively to those who need a little more time to talk about the real losses and the 

feelings they generate.  Most often all the grieving need in order to process well is to be heard 

with reverence, to be reminded that they too are truly important and loved, and to be given opportunities to 

discover a role of integrity for themselves in the changing congregation. 

 Moving forward into God’s preferred future will mean for all of us giving up some of our certainty, 

comfort and control.  Congregations that make the journey well will give pastoral care for grieving losses a 

high priority. 

       Here are some ways (adapted from the Center for Courage and Renewal Touchstones ) that might help 

us to do well the kind of deep listening that grieving people appreciate: 

 Practice giving and receiving hospitality 

 Be fully present to one another 

 Invite but don’t demand or try to force disclosure or candor 

 Respect other people’s truths 

 No fixing, saving, or advising 

 When asking questions keep them open-ended and honest  (NOT 

“Didn’t you realize . . . ?“ but “What do you remember from the time that you became aware   

that . . .?”) 

 When tempted to judge, switch to wonder (about the process that led that person to that belief or 

about what your own reaction might teach you about yourself) 

 Encourage the person to listen to the still small voice within them 

 Observe strict confidentiality 

 Believe that one may be able to take from having been well heard something of value for the     

journey 

 We can do this.  The fact that we are engaged in ministries of pastoral care suggests that when it was 

our time to grieve, someone resisted the temptation to call it whining and listened to us in ways that freed us to 

let our grief subside and to move on into a future worth living. 

Resources: 

 Parker Palmer, Let Your Life Speak: Listening for the Voice of Vocation, (1999) 

 John Savage, The Apathetic and Bored Church Member, (1979) 

          Listening and Caring Skills in Ministry (1996) 

 Emma Justus, Hearing Beyond the Words: How to Become a Listening Pastor (2006) 

Center for Courage and Renewal, Touchstones,   
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